Foundation Homework Grid
Here are some activities for you to complete at home. As you complete each activity
colour it in on the grid. Try to aim for 3 activities a day.

Reading
Read our poems
and the matching
word lists.

Writing

Soundwave
s

Maths

Do a sound hunt and
Help with some
draw or take pictures
cooking. What
Write your name in
of things that start
maths did you use?
6 different colours
with Oo. Can you
eg: How many cups
write some Oo words of flour? How many
too?
biscuits are made?

Inquiry

Wellbeing

Look at family
photos. Draw and
label members of
family

Watch Cosmic Kids
(youtube), or
meditate to music
for 10 minutes.

Think about and
discuss a special
family celebration.
Draw a picture of it

Do something kind
for someone

Share a book with a
family member.
Draw your favourite
character or part.
Label your picture
by writing any
sounds you can
hear.

Read a book and
write all the words
from your word list
(golden, red etc)
you can find

Share a book with a
family member.
Draw the beginning,
middle and end of
the story.

Draw your day and
write a sentence
or a sound to
match. Praise any
attempt here
Today I ...

Play “I spy” giving
the beginning
sounds for
clues

Play a game like
snakes and
ladders, Monopoly,
Uno,
concentration.

Look at a map of
the world. Place a
marker where we
live. Place markers
on different
locations we can
think of.

Draw how you’re
feeling

Practice reading
your word list in
your purple books.
Have someone test
you to see how

Draw a picture and
label your picture
with any attempt
at a sound or a
simple sentence.
“I can see a…”

Rainbow write letter
practice for S A T P I
N M O R letters

Count how many
doors, how many
windows in your
house. Write the
number.

Talk to someone in
your family about
their childhood.
What things were
the same? What

Do a relaxing
‘mindful’ colouring
listening to relaxing
music

Do a sound hunt and
Roll a dice. List
draw or take pictures
the numbers that
of things that start
show up. Count
with Rr. Can you
which number
write some Rr words
shows up the most.
too?

many you know
now.
Read pages/a
book/magazine and
count how many
words from your
words list (golden,
red etc) you can
see

things were
different?
Sentence writing
I like the colour...
I like to play ...
I like to draw...

Do a Book Hunt and
find and write words
that match the
letters of the
alphabet. Draw some
pictures too.

Count how many
cars you see drive
past, or how many
birds/bugs you see
outside.. or a
variation of these.
Write the number

Find out something Sit outside and talk
about what each of
interesting about
animals and their
your 5 senses is
experiencing - what
babies? What do
animal families look can you feel? See?
like?
smell? Hear?

